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Abstract
We replace Shelah’s notion of true co#nality by the notion of the bounding number for an
arbitrary partial order and begin to develop a theory similar to Shelah’s pcf theory, which gives
many analog results, including the existence of the so-called generators, for the more general case
of products of partial orders. The development can be strictly divided into an ideal theoretical
and a combinatorial part. We also show that pcf theory is a special case of this more general
theory and conclude with some remarks about Shelah’s function pp(), which also show that
there are some di3erences between pcf theory and the presented theory of bounding numbers.
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1. Introduction
Shelah’s pcf theory deals with reduced products of the form
∏ 7=I and their true
co#nalities, where 7=(i: i¡) is a family of regular cardinals and I is an ideal
on . Results about the set pcf ( 7)= {tcf (∏ 7=I): I ideal on } were used by Shelah
to prove his famous result about 2ℵ! and have further applications in many areas
of mathematics.
In this article we replace the basic notion of true co#nality of such products by its
bounding number b(
∏ 7=I). Then it is possible to generalize many structural results of
pcf theory, including the existence of generators, to products of partial orders.
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One advantage of using the bounding number is that it is de#ned for every family
7P=(Pi: i¡) of partial orders and every ideal I on . This allows to consider the
mapping I → b(∏ 7P=I) for a #xed family 7P.
In the second section we will consider such functions in a rather abstract way.
Therefore, we introduce the notion of a continuous ideal function and show that many
structural results of pcf theory can be proved by purely ideal theoretic arguments. In the
next section we give the de#nition for the bounding number b(
∏ 7P=I) for a family 7P
of partial orders and show that I → b(∏ 7P=I) in fact is a continuous ideal function for
the so-called progressive families 7P, which is a restriction similar to the usual condition
+¡i for all i¡ in pcf theory. In the following section, we present a proof for the
existence of generators for our generalization. In the last section, we show that our
notions coincide with those known from pcf theory when we have the special case of
products of regular cardinals. Moreover, we add some remarks on pp() which show
that in some aspects the theory of bounding numbers for partial orders di3ers from
pcf theory.
2. Ideal functions
In this section we want to analyze some properties of functions, which map ideals on
a given set to cardinals. We will see that a large part of pcf theory can be developed
in such an abstract way. Of course, we have something like the (partial) function
I → tcf (∏ 7=I) in mind, where 7 is a #xed family of regular cardinals.
2.1. Continuous ideal functions
We have to begin with some basic notations about ideals.
Denition 2.1. An ideal on  is a nonempty set I⊆P() such that  =∈ I and Z∈I ,
whenever there are X; Y ∈I with Z⊆X ∪Y . The set of all ideals on  is denoted
by Id().
For I ∈Id() we de#ne I+ := {X ⊆: X =∈I} and I∗:= {X ⊆: \X ∈I}. Moreover,
if A⊆, we de#ne I [A] := {X ⊆: X \A∈I} and I A := I [\A].
Finally, for A; B⊆, we de#ne A⊆I B i3 A\B∈I and A=I B i3 A⊆I B and B⊆I A.
Let us note some frequently used facts. I [A] is the ideal generated by I ∪{A}. This
is a proper ideal i3 \A =∈I . Hence, I A is a proper ideal i3 A∈I+.
It is easy to see that =I is an equivalence relation and ⊆I is a congruence relation
w.r.t. =I . It is A∈I i3 A=I ∅ and A∈I∗ i3 A=I . Hence, we get e.g. A⊆I B∈I implies
A∈I .
Denition 2.2. A function  : Id()→CN is called an ideal function. It is called mono-
tone, if for I; J ∈Id() with I⊆J we have (I)6(J ). It is continuous, if for all
nonempty ⊆Id() we have (⋂)=min{(I): I ∈}.
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We begin with some easy facts about ideal functions.
Lemma 2.3. Let  : Id()→CN be an ideal function. Then  is monotone i2 for every
nonempty ⊆Id() we have (⋂)6min{(I): I ∈}.
Proof. First, let  be monotone and let ⊆Id() be nonempty. Then for every I ∈
we have
⋂
⊆I , hence (⋂)6(I). Thus, we get (⋂)6min{(I): I ∈}.
To prove the other direction, let I⊆J . Then we de#ne  := {J ′∈Id(): I⊆J ′}.
So we have I =
⋂
 and J ∈. Thus, we may conclude (I)= (⋂)6min{(J ′):
J ′ ∈}6(J ).
The following is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.3.
Lemma 2.4. Every continuous ideal function is monotone.
We will now introduce a notion that is very important for our theory and give a
condition for a monotone ideal function to be continuous.
Denition 2.5. Let  : Id()→CN be an ideal function. Then I ∈Id() is called stable
for , if for all ideals J⊇I we have (I)= (J ).
Lemma 2.6. Let  be a monotone ideal function. Then the two statements are equiv-
alent:
(1)  is continuous.
(2) For every I ∈Id() there is a B∈I+ such that I B is stable for  and
(I B)= (I).
Proof. (1)⇒ (2): Let I ∈Id() and  := (I). W.l.o.g. we can assume, there is an ideal
J⊇I with (J )¿. (Otherwise, use B := .) Now
J ∗ :=
⋂
{J ∈ Id(): J ⊇ I; (J )¿ +}
is a proper ideal; since J ∗% I we may choose B∈J ∗\ I . We now want to prove (J )= 
for all proper ideals J⊇I B. Obviously, (J )¿(I B)¿(I)= . Assume (J )¿.
Then J ∗⊆J by de#nition of J ∗, but B∈J ∗⊆J and \B∈I B⊆J , thus we get a
contradiction.
(2)⇒ (1): Let ⊆Id() be nonempty. Since  is monotone we have  := (⋂)
6min{(I): I ∈}. Now, it suGces to #nd I ∈ with (I)6.
Since
⋂
 is a proper ideal on , there is a B∈(⋂)+ such that (J )=  for all
J⊇(⋂)B. Since B∈(⋂)+, there is an I ∈ such that B∈I+. It is (⋂)B⊆I B
and by choice of B and monotonicity of  we get (I)6(I B)= .
To give an idea of the importance of stability, let us mention the following: If 
is a continuous extension of the partial mapping I → tcf (∏ 7=I) from pcf theory, then
the stable ideals are exactly those, for which a true co#nality exists.
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The question, if there is such a continuous extension will be answered positively
later. We now show that there can be at most one such extension, since
∏ 7=I has
a true co#nality for every prime ideal I . We also give an example, due to M. Holz,
which shows that there are partial functions, de#ned for every prime ideal, which have
no continuous extension. Thus, the existence of a continuous extension of the partial
mapping  → tcf (∏ 7=I) is one of the essential structural results of pcf theory.
Lemma 2.7. Let  be a partial cardinal function that is de5ned for all prime ideals
and let ∗ be a continuous extension that is de5ned for all ideals on . Then for
every I ∈Id()
∗(I) = min{(P): P prime; I ⊆ P}:
Proof. If I is an ideal, then  := {P: P prime; I⊆P} is nonempty. Moreover, we have
I =
⋂
 and so the continuity of ∗ yields the result.
Example 2.8. For every prime ideal P on ! de#ne
(P) :=
{
0 if P contains all #nite subsets of !;
1 otherwise:
Further de#ne In := {X ⊆!: X ∩(n+1)= ∅}. Then (In: n¡!) is a decreasing sequence
of ideals on ! and for  := {In: n¡!} we have
⋂
= {∅}.
Now, assume ∗ is a continuous extension of . Then, on the one hand, we have
∗(
⋂
)= 0 by the above lemma since there is a prime ideal P⊇{∅} with (P)= 0.
On the other hand, for every n¡! and every prime ideal P⊇In we have !\(n +
1)∈P and so n + 1 =∈P, i.e. (P)= 1. Hence, ∗(In)= 1 for every n¡! and thus we
have ∗(
⋂
)¡min{∗(I): I ∈}. This contradicts the continuity of ∗.
2.2. The ideal J¡()
In this section, let  : Id()→CN be a #xed continuous ideal function. We will
de#ne the ideal J¡() and develop a large portion of the structural properties of our
theory in this abstract framework.
Denition 2.9. Let  be a cardinal. If there is an I ∈Id() such that (I)¿, we de#ne
J¡() :=
⋂
{I ∈ Id(): (I)¿ };
otherwise we set J¡() :=P().
It is clear by de#nition that J¡() is the smallest ideal I such that (I)¿, if there
is any such ideal. We now present some important results. Most of them are well
known from pcf theory, if you replace J¡() by J¡( 7) and rng() by pcf ( 7).
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Lemma 2.10. (1) For I ∈Id(), we have (I)¿ i2 J¡()⊆I .
(2) If ¡, then J¡()⊆J¡().
(3) If  is a limit cardinal, then J¡()=
⋃
¡ J¡().
(4) J¡()=
⋃
¡ J¡+().
(5) ∈rng() i2 J¡()$J¡+() i2 (J¡())= .
(6) |rng()|62.
(7) rng() has a maximum.
Proof. (1) Let I ∈Id(). If (I)¿ holds, we have J¡()⊆I by de#nition.
If J¡()⊆I holds, then J¡() is a proper ideal. By de#nition of J¡() and the
continuity of  we get (J¡())¿. By Lemma 2.4 we also get (I)¿.
(2) Holds by de#nition.
(3) Let I :=
⋃
¡ J¡(). Clearly, I⊆J¡() and I is an ideal. We assume I$J¡()
to get a contradiction. Choose B∈J¡()\ I . Then I B is a proper ideal and J¡()$
I B. So we get  := (I B)¡. Since  is a limit cardinal, +¡, so J¡+()⊆
I⊆I B, so we get +6(J¡+())6(I B)=  and thus a contradiction.
(4) Is clear from (3).
(5) If ∈rng(), there is an I such that = (I). By (1) we have J¡()⊆I; J¡+()
* I . So we get J¡()$J¡+() by (2).
If J¡()$J¡+(), we have J¡+()*J¡() and hence we get (J¡())+ by
(1). Also by (1) we have (J¡())¿, hence we have (J¡())= .
The third implication is trivial.
(6) For each ∈rng() we can pick a B∈J¡+()\J¡() by (5). The mapping
 →B is injective by (2).
(7) We show max rng()=min{: ∈J¡+()}. Let  be this minimum. By (4) we
have  =∈J¡(), so we conclude J¡()$J¡+() and #nally ∈rng().
By ∈J¡+(), we get J¡+()* I and thus (I)¡+ by (1) for all I ∈Id().
Hence  must be the maximum of rng().
We give a further result, which may serve as an alternative de#nition.
Lemma 2.11.
J¡() = {B ⊆ : ∀I ∈ Id() (B ∈ I∗ ⇒ (I)¡)}:
Proof. (⊆) Suppose B⊆ and there is I ∈Id() such that B∈I∗ and (I)¿ hold.
Then we have J¡()⊆I by Lemma 2.10 and since \B∈I we may conclude B =∈I
and therefore B =∈J¡().
(⊇) Suppose B =∈J¡(), so J¡() is a proper ideal. Moreover, I := J¡()B is
proper and we have B∈I∗; (I)¿(J¡())¿.
We can also give a simple example for stable ideals, which is well known from pcf
theory.
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Lemma 2.12. If B∈J¡+()\J¡(), then J¡()B is a stable ideal with (J¡()B)
= .
Proof. It suGces to prove: If J⊇J¡()B is a proper ideal, then (J )=  holds. So
let J⊇J¡()B. Obviously, we have (J )¿ by Lemma 2.10.
Assume (J )¿, i.e. J¡+()⊆J . Then B∈J¡+()⊆J , but \B∈J¡()B⊆J ,
thus we get a contradiction.
2.3. Generators
Let us #nish this section with some remarks on generators for the ideals J¡().
Again  is a #xed continuous ideal function.
Denition 2.13. Let  be a cardinal. B⊆ is a generator for J¡+(), if J¡+()=
J¡()[B].
A generating sequence for  is a sequence (B: ∈rng()), where each B is a
generator for J¡+().
One of the main results of this paper is the existence of a generating sequence for the
extended theory which we will start to develop in the next section. Here, we want to
give an equivalent condition for the existence. However, we will not use this condition
for our proof, but it might be possible to #nd a di3erent proof along this way.
Lemma 2.14. For a continuous ideal function , the following are equivalent:
(1) There is a generating sequence for .
(2) For every ∈rng() there is a minimal stable ideal I with (I)= .
(3) For every ∈rng(), the intersection of stable ideals I with (I)=  is stable
again.
Proof. (1) ⇒ (2): Suppose ∈rng() and B is a generator. We show J¡()B=⋂{I ∈Id(): (I)= ; I stable}.
Since B∈J¡+()\J¡() holds, J¡()B is a stable ideal with (J¡()B)
= . Hence, the inclusion “⊇” holds.
Now let I be a stable ideal with (I)= . Obviously, J¡()⊆I is true. It remains to
show that \B∈I holds. Assume \B =∈I . Then I [B] is a proper ideal and by sta-
bility of I we have (I [B])= . On the other hand we have J¡+()= J¡()[B]⊆I [B],
so using monotonicity we get (I [B])¿+, a contradiction.
(2) ⇒ (1): Suppose ∈rng() and let I be a minimal stable ideal with (I)= .
Since I is stable, the ideal generated by I ∪J¡+() cannot be a proper ideal, i.e. there
is B∈J¡+() such that \B∈I . We show that B is a generator for J¡+(). Assume
not, then J¡()[B]$J¡+() holds. Thus, we have (J¡()[B])=  and we can #nd
a stable ideal J⊇J¡()[B] with (J )= . By minimality of I we have I⊆J , so we
get \B∈I⊆J; B∈J¡()[B]⊆J . That is a contradiction.
(2)⇔ (3): is clear.
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3. Reduced products of partial orders
3.1. Measures of partial orders
Denition 3.1. Let P be a partial order and X ⊆P. p∈P is called an upper bound of X ,
if x¡p for every x∈X holds. If X has no upper bound in P it is called unbounded
in P, otherwise it is bounded. X is co5nal in P, if for all p∈P there is an x∈X such
that p6x.
Further we de#ne
b(P) := min{|X |: X ⊆ P; X unbounded};
cf (P) := min{|X |: X ⊆ P; X co#nal}:
If P has a co#nal subset that is linearly ordered, we de#ne
tcf (P) := min{|X |: X ⊆ P; X linear and co#nal}:
Obviously, P itself is co#nal in P and every co#nal subset of P is unbounded.
Hence, we have b(P)6cf (P)6|P|. tcf (P) does not always exist, but if it exists, we
have b(P)= cf (P)= tcf (P). The number b(P) is closely related to the following notion.
Denition 3.2. A partial order P is -directed, if every subset of P of cardinality less
than  is bounded in P. P is called directed if it is 3-directed, i.e. for every p; q∈P
there is a r∈P with p; q¡r.
In the following we will always use directed partial orders. We note that for such
partial orders P always b(P)¿! holds. Let us now state some basic facts.
Lemma 3.3. Let P be a directed partial order and  a cardinal. Then
(1) b(P)¿ i2 P is -directed.
(2) There is a strictly increasing sequence (p: ¡b(P)), that is unbounded in P.
(3) b(P) is regular.
Proof. (1) Is clear by de#nition.
(2) Let X ⊆P be an unbounded subset of P with |X |= b(P) and let {x: ¡b(P)}
be an enumeration of X . Since P is b(P)-directed it is easy to construct the desired
sequence by recursion.
(3) This follows from (2). Assume  := cf (b(P))¡b(P). If ((): ¡) is a se-
quence of ordinals that is co#nal in  then (p(): ¡) contradicts the de#nition
of b(P).
3.2. Reduced products
Denition 3.4. Let 7P=(Pi: i¡) be a family of partial orders—if we need to dis-
tinguish their orderings, we will denote them ¡i or 6i—and I an ideal on . For
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functions f; g∈∏i¡ Pi =∏ 7P we de#ne
f ¡ g ⇔ ∀i ¡ f(i) ¡i g(i);
f ¡I ⇔ {i ¡  : f(i)¡= i g(i)} ∈ I:
These are again partial orderings, i.e. transitive and irreMexive relations, on
∏ 7P. We
call these partial orders the product and the reduced product of the family 7P and
denote them simply by
∏ 7P and ∏ 7P=I .
The bounding number of a product of partial orders is easily computed from the
bounding numbers of its factors. The remaining part of this paper will be concerned
with the bounding numbers of reduced products.
Lemma 3.5. If 7P=(Pi: i¡) is a family of partial orders, then
b
(∏
7P
)
= min{b(Pi): i ¡ }:
Proof. (6): Choose i¡ such that b(Pi)=:  is minimal and #x an unbounded se-
quence (pi: ¡) in Pi. Choose f∈
∏ 7P such that f(i)=pi and f(j)∈Pj arbitrary
for j¡; j = i. Then (f: ¡) is unbounded in
∏ 7P, witnessing b(∏ 7P)6.
(¿): We essentially have to prove: If Pi is -directed for all i¡, then
∏ 7P is
-directed. This is easily seen: Suppose the premise of the last statement and let
F⊆∏ 7P with |F |¡. For all i¡ we can #nd an upper bound g(i)∈Pi of {f(i): f∈}
by our assumption. Then g is an upper bound for F .
We now want to state some basic facts about reduced products. Let us begin with
a useful de#nition.
Denition 3.6. Let I be an ideal on  and f∈ON. Then we de#ne
lim inf
I
f := min{" ∈ ON: {i¡: f(i)6 "} ∈ I+};
lim sup
I
f := min{" ∈ ON: {i¡: f(i) ¿ "} ∈ I}:
If both above values are equal, we call this value limI f.
We conclude this section with two lemmas that will be useful later.
Lemma 3.7. Let 7P=(Pi: i¡) be a family of partial orders and I an ideal on .
Then
b
(∏
7P=I
)
¿ lim inf
I
(b(Pi): i ¡ ):
Proof. Let  := lim inf I (b(Pi): i¡) and F⊆
∏ 7P such that |F |¡. Then by de#nition
we have X := {i¡: b(Pi)6|F |}∈I and for i∈\X we can #nd an upper bound
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g(i)∈Pi for {f(i): f∈F}. If we choose an arbitrary g(i)∈Pi for i∈X , we get f¡I g
for all f∈F .
Lemma 3.8. Let P=( 7Pi: i¡) be a family of partial orders, I an ideal on  and 
a cardinal such that {i¡: b(Pi)= }=I . Then b(
∏ 7P=I)= .
Proof. Set X := {i¡: b(Pi)= }. Thus, we have \X ∈I . For i∈X we can choose
a strictly increasing sequence (pi: ¡), that is unbounded in Pi. If we let f(i)=p
i
,
for i∈X and f(i)∈Pi arbitrary for i∈\X , we get a strictly increasing sequence
(f: ¡) in
∏ 7P=I . Thus we can conclude b(∏ 7P=I)6.
The other direction follows from Lemma 3.7, since we obviously have lim inf I (b(Pi):
i¡)= .
3.3. Continuity of b and the ideal J¡( 7P)
We now want to show that the mapping I → b(∏ 7P=I) is a continuous ideal func-
tion. It is clear then, then this is the unique continuous extension of the partial map-
ping I → tcf (∏ 7P=I). We begin with the proof of the monotonicity, which is very
simple.
Lemma 3.9. If 7P is a family of partial orders, I⊆J ideals on , then b(∏ 7P=I)6
b(
∏ 7P=J ).
Proof. For f; g∈∏ 7P we have f¡I g⇒f¡J g. Hence, if F⊆∏ 7P is unbounded in∏ 7P=J then it is unbounded in ∏ 7P=I .
To prove continuity of I → b(∏ 7P=I), we have to make an additional assumption
about the family 7P, which is de#ned now. It is similar to the usual assumption +¡i
for all i¡ in pcf theory.
Denition 3.10. A family of partial orders 7P=(Pi: i¡) is called progressive, if for
all i¡ we have b(Pi)¿+, i.e. Pi is ++-directed.
The following de#nition simpli#es our notation.
Denition 3.11. Let 7P be a family of partial orders. For f; g∈∏ 7P we de#ne
C(f; g) := {i¡: f(i) =¡i g(i)}.
By this de#nition we have f¡I g i3 C(f; g)∈I and f¡g i3 C(f; g)= ∅.
Moreover, note that, if f¡I f′, then C(f; g)⊆I C(f′; g) and C(g; f)⊇I C(g; f′).
(The same is true again, if the index I is omitted everywhere—use the trivial ideal
I = {0}.)
The following is a variation of a lemma which can be found in [1]. We adapt
it here to our situation and it will be useful again later for the proof of
Theorem 5.1.
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Lemma 3.12. Let 7P be a progressive family of partial orders, ¿+ regular and
(f: ¡) a sequence of elements from
∏ 7P. Then there is a g∈∏ 7P such that for
all h∈∏ 7P with g¡h the set
{ ¡ : C(f; g) = C(f; h)}
is unbounded in .
Proof. Assume, the lemma is wrong. Recursively, we de#ne a sequence (g%: %¡+)
of elements from
∏ 7P and ordinals (%: %¡+) less than .
Choose an arbitrary g0∈
∏ 7P. If "¡+ is a limit ordinal, we can choose g"∈∏ 7P
with g%¡g" for all %¡", since 7P is progressive.
If g% is chosen, by our assumption, we #nd g%+1
∏ 7P and %¡ such that g%¡g%+1
and
∀ ∈ \%(C(f; g%) = C(f; g%+1)):
Letting ∗ := sup{%: %¡+}¡, we get a strictly decreasing sequence (C(f∗ ; g%):
%¡+) of subsets of  and length +, a contradiction.
We now are able to prove the continuity of I → b(∏ 7P=I). To prove this we want
to use Lemma 2.6 and therefore we give a new de#nition of stability and prove the
following lemma.
Denition 3.13. Let 7P be a family of partial orders. An ideal I on  is called stable
for 7P, if for all ideals J⊇I we have b(∏ 7P=J )= b(∏ 7P=I).
Lemma 3.14. Let 7P be progressive and I an ideal on . Then there is a B∈I+ such
that I B is stable for 7P and b(
∏ 7P=I B)= b(∏ 7P=I).
Proof. Set  := b(
∏ 7P=I). Clearly,  is regular and there is a sequence f=(f: ¡)
that is increasing and unbounded in
∏ 7P=I . Since 7P is progressive, we have ¿+.
By Lemma 3.12 we can choose g∈∏ 7P as mentioned there. Since 7f is unbounded,
there is an ¡ with f =¡I g, i.e. B :=C(f; g)∈I+.
To prove that B does the job, it suGces to show that b(
∏ 7P=J )=  holds for every
ideal J⊇I B. Thus let J⊇I B be an ideal. Since I⊆J , we have b(∏ 7P=J )¿. To
prove b(
∏ 7P=J )6, we show that 7f is also unbounded in ∏ 7P=J . To get a contra-
diction, assume h∈∏ 7P is an upper bound w.r.t. ¡J . Since 7P is progressive, w.l.o.g.
g¡h. Now by choice of g there is %∈\ with C(f%; g)=C(f%; h). Hence we get
B=C(f; g)⊆I C(f%; g)=C(f%; h)∈J , on the other hand \B∈I B⊆J , a contradic-
tion.
Together with Lemmas 2.6 and 2.7 we get the following immediate consequence.
Corollary 3.15. If 7P is progressive, then I → b(∏ 7P=I) is the unique continuous ex-
tension of I → tcf (∏ 7P=I).
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It is now clear how we have to de#ne the ideal J¡( 7P). Moreover, we de#ne a set
pb( 7P) in analogy to pcf theory and repeat some of the previous results in our new
terminology.
Denition 3.16. Let 7P be a progressive family of partial orders. We de#ne
J¡( 7P) :=
⋂{
I ∈ Id(): b
(∏
7P=I
)
¿
}
;
if an ideal I with b(
∏ 7P=I)¿ exists. Otherwise we set J¡( 7P) :=P().
Further we de#ne
pb( 7P) :=
{
b
(∏
7P=I
)
: I ∈ Id()
}
:
Corollary 3.17. Let 7P be progressive. Then the following holds:
(1) If I is a proper ideal, then b(
∏ 7P=I)¿ i2 J¡( 7P)⊆I .
(2) If ¡, then J¡( 7P)⊆J¡( 7P).
(3) If  is a limit cardinal, then J¡( 7P)=
⋃
¡ J¡( 7P).
(4) The following are equivalent:
(a) ∈pb( 7P),
(b) J¡( 7P)$J¡+( 7P),
(c) b(
∏ 7P=J¡( 7P))= .
(5) |pb( 7P)|62.
(6) pb( 7P) has a maximum.
3.4. Stability and universal sequences
In this section we will show an important combinatorial result, which gives a nec-
essary and suGcient condition for the stability of an ideal I . It will be used twice in
the following: First we use it to prove the existence of generators and then to show
that pcf theory is a special case of the theory of bounding numbers.
Denition 3.18. If b(
∏ 7P=I)= , we call a strictly increasing (w.r.t.¡I ) sequence
(f: ¡) universal for
∏ 7P=I , if it is unbounded in ∏ 7P=J , whenever J⊇I and
b(
∏ 7P=J )=  holds.
Our central combinatorial result is the existence of a universal sequence.
Theorem 3.19. Let 7P be progressive and I an ideal in . Then there exists a universal
sequence for
∏ 7P=I .
Proof. Let  := b(
∏ 7P=I). We assume that the theorem is wrong and for ¡+, we
recursively de#ne sequences (f : ¡) and ideals J with the following properties:
(1) b(
∏ 7P=J)= .
(2) (f : ¡) is increasing in ¡I .
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(3) (f : ¡) is unbounded w.r.t. ¡J .
(4) ∀¡f ¡J&+1 f+10 .
(5) ∀&¡ ∀¡f& ¡f .
We begin with J0 := I and a sequence (f0 : ¡) that is unbounded in
∏ 7P=I .
If ¡+ is a limit ordinal, we again let J := I . By the progressivity of the family 7P,
it is easy to de#ne (f : ¡) as necessary.
If we have de#ned (f : ¡) and J for ¡
+, by our assumption it is easy to do
this for  + 1: Since (f : ¡) is increasing w.r.t. ¡I but not universal for
∏ 7P=I ,
there must be an ideal J+1 with b(
∏ 7P=J+1)=  such that there is an upper bound
f+10 of (f

 : ¡) w.r.t. ¡J+1 . Again it is easy to #nd the rest of the sequence that
meets all requirements. Thus our construction is #nished.
We now want to get a contradiction. Since +¡ and
∏ 7P=I is -directed, we
#nd an upper bound g∈∏ 7P of {f0 : ¡+} w.r.t. ¡I . By the unboundedness of
(f : ¡) for every ¡
+ there is ()¡ such that f() =¡J g. Since I⊆J and
(f :¡) is increasing in ¡I , we have
∀ ∈ \()f&¡= J g:
Let ∗ := sup{(): ¡+}¡. Then for all ¡+, we have
C := C(f

∗ ; g) =∈ J:
On the other hand, by f∗¡J+1f
+1
0 ¡I g we get C∈J+1. Further on for &¡¡+,
by f&∗¡f

∗ , we have C&⊆C i.e. (C: ¡+) is an increasing sequence of subsets
of . But for ¡+ we have C∈J+1; C+1 =∈J+1, thus we get C$C+1. This
contradiction #nishes the proof.
As a corollary, we get a necessary and suGcient condition for the stability of an
ideal.
Corollary 3.20. Let 7P be progressive, I an ideal on  and b(
∏ 7P=I)= . Then the
following statements are equivalent:
(1) I is stable for 7P.
(2) There is (f: ¡) increasing in ¡I and unbounded w.r.t. ¡J for every proper
ideal J⊇I .
4. Generators
In this section we will show the existence of generators. First, we will see that for
small  (i.e. ¡+!) we can prove this “by hand”. This will give us some space for
assumptions of  for the latter part of the section.
Lemma 4.1. Let 7P be progressive and = +n for some n¡!. Then J¡+( 7P) consists
of all subsets of {i¡: b(Pi)¡+n}.
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Hence B= {i¡: b(Pi)= } is a generator for J¡+( 7P).
Proof. We prove this by induction on n. If = , then B= ∅ and J¡+( 7P)= {∅} by
Lemma 3.7.
If = +n+1, we de#ne J := {B⊆: ∀i∈B b(Pi)6+n+1}. This obviously is an
ideal. To show J¡+n+2( 7P)⊆J , w.l.o.g. J is a proper ideal. Then lim infJ (b(Pi): i¡)
¿+n+1, hence we have b(
∏ 7P=J )¿+n+2, i.e. J¡+n+2( 7P)⊆J .
It remains to show, that J⊆J¡+n+2( 7P) holds. By induction hypothesis, we have
{i¡: b(Pi)6+n}∈J¡+n+1( 7P)⊆J¡+n+2( 7P), so it suGces to show, that B := {i¡:
b(Pi)= +n+1}∈J¡+n+2( 7P) holds. Assume this is not the case. Then I := J¡+n+2( 7P)B
is a proper ideal on . On one hand, we have b(
∏ 7P=I)¿+n+2 by Lemma 2.10, on
the other hand, since B=I , we have b(
∏ 7P=I)= +n+1 by Lemma 3.8.
For the more interesting case of large , we need some combinatorial tools, which
are all due to Shelah. Here we only present them in the simplest form, which serves
our needs.
Denition 4.2. Let ¡ be regular. Then we de#ne
S := { ¡ : cf () = }:
A club guessing sequence for ;  is a sequence (C: ∈S) such that
(1) For every ∈S; C is a club in  of order type .
(2) For every club E in  there is ∈S such that C⊆E holds.
We only cite the following theorem about the existence of such club guessing se-
quences. A proof can be found in [4] or—in a form that is a little closer to our
presentation—in [2].
Theorem 4.3 (Shelah [4,5]). Let ;  be regular, +¡. Then there is a club guessing
sequence for ; .
Another combinatorial result we need is about the ideal I [] which was also intro-
duced by Shelah. We want to concentrate on the usage and avoid the de#nition of
the ideal I []. It can be found in [4]. A direct proof of the result is given for the
convenience of the reader. More complicated ones with the weaker assumption +¡
appear in [2,3].
Theorem 4.4 (Shelah [4,5]). Let ;  be regular, ++¡. Then there is (c: ¡)
such that for all ¡ holds
(1) c⊆; |c|6,
(2) if %∈c, then c%= c∩%
and S = {¡: cf ()= ; sup c= } is stationary in .
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Proof. Let 7C =(C: ∈S++ ) be a club guessing sequence. Further, let *¿ be regular
and choose a continuous chain 7M =(M,: ,¡) of elementary substructures of H (*)
such that
(1) ++∪{++; ; 7C}⊆M0,
(2) |M,|¡ for all ,¡,
(3) (M": "6,)∈M,+1 for every ,¡.
Now it is easy to #nd a strictly increasing and continuous sequence (.,: ,¡) that is
co#nal in , such that we can #nd injective functions F, :M,→ (.,+1\.,)∩Succ.
Let us de#ne P, :=M,∩P(,) for every ,¡. For any x∈P :=
⋃
,¡ P, we de#ne
‖x‖ :=min{,¡: x∈P,} and 〈x〉 :=F‖x‖(x). Moreover, if x; y⊆ we write x≺y if x
is a proper initial segment of y, i.e. there is ∈y such that x=y∩.
We start now with some easy observations:
Claim 1. If y∈P and x≺y, then also x∈P and ‖x‖6‖y‖.
Proof. It suGces to show, that each P, is closed against initial segments. So suppose
y∈P,⊆M, and x≺y. If f : otpy→y is its enumeration, then we also have f∈M,.
Now, otp x¡otpy6,⊆M, and x=f[otp x], hence we #nally get x∈M, and also x∈P,.
Claim 2. For x; y∈P, if ‖x‖¡‖y‖, then 〈x〉¡〈y〉.
Proof. This is obvious, since we have 〈x〉=F‖x‖(x)¡.‖x‖+16.‖y‖6F‖y‖(y)= 〈y〉.
We call a set x∈P nice, if for all initial segments y we have ‖y‖¡‖x‖. These will
play a fundamental role in the following construction.
We begin to de#ne the sets c for every successor ¡. So let ¡ be a successor
ordinal. If there is no x∈P such that |x|6 and = 〈x〉, we simply de#ne c := ∅.
Otherwise, such a set x∈P is uniquely determined by  (by the injectivity of the
functions F,). We then de#ne
c := {〈y〉: y ≺ x; ‖y‖¡ ‖x‖; y nice}:
Since each such c only contains successors, we can already now check conditions (1)
and (2) of the theorem.
(1) c⊆ follows from the second claim. Since |x|6, there are not more than 
initial segments of x, hence |c|6.
(2) Suppose %∈c. We want to show c= c∩%.
By de#nition of c, we have a nice y≺x with ‖y‖¡‖x‖ and %= 〈y〉.
If .∈c%, we have a nice z≺y with ‖z‖¡‖y‖ and .= 〈z〉. Clearly, also z≺x and
‖z‖¡‖x‖, hence we get .∈c. .¡% follows from (1).
Now suppose .∈c∩%. Again we #nd a nice z≺x with ‖z‖¡‖x‖ and .= 〈z〉. Of
course we wish to show z≺y. [Then, since y is nice, we get ‖z‖¡‖y‖ and #nally
.= 〈z〉∈c%.]
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Since the initial segments of x are linearly ordered, we can assume z=y or y≺z.
The #rst yields an obvious contradiction, since then .= 〈z〉= 〈y〉= %. If y≺z, we get
‖y‖¡‖z‖, since z is nice. Hence %= 〈y〉¡〈z〉 also is a contradiction.
To complete the de#nition of the sequence (c: ¡), we now want to show that
T := { ∈ S : ∃x ⊆  (sup x = ; otp x = ; ∀y ≺ x ‖y‖¡)}
is a stationary set in , so let E be a club in .
First choose another continuous chain (N: ¡++) of elementary submodels of
H (*) such that:
(1) ++∪{++; ; E; 7C; 7M}⊆N0,
(2) |N|= ++ for all ¡++,
(3) (N&: &6)∈N+1 for all ¡++.
De#ne 3 := sup(N∩) for every ¡++. Then (3: ¡++) is a strictly increasing
and continuous sequence of ordinals less than . Setting 3 := sup{3: ¡++}¡,
we get 3∈M3+1. Moreover ++ = cf (3)∈M3+1, hence we can #nd f∈M3+1 that is a
strictly increasing, continuous and co#nal function from ++ to 3. Now D := {¡++:
f()= 3} is a club in ++ and we can use the club guessing sequence 7C to #nd a
"¡++ of co#nality  such that C"⊆D is a club in " of order type .
Now de#ne  := 3". By ; E∈N", we get = 3"∈E.
[We have
N" |= ∀% ¡  ∃. ∈ E % ¡ .;
which “translates” to
∀% ∈ N" ∩  ∃ . ∈ N" ∩ E % ¡ .:
hence it is easy to show that 3"= sup(N"∩) is an accumulation point of E.]
To show ∈T , we de#ne x := {3: ∈C"}. Obviously we have cf ()= ; sup x= 
and otp x= . It remains to show that ‖y‖¡ holds for every initial segment of x. So
let us suppose y≺x. Then there is .¡" such that y= {3: ∈C"∩.}= {f(): ∈C"
∩.}, where the latter equality holds by de#nition of D and choice of " with C"⊆D.
Now its easy to show that y∈M3+1 [use .; "; 7C;f∈M3+1] and y∈N.+1
[use (N:¡.); ∈N.+1] holds. So, by ; 7M ∈N0⊆N.+1 we may conclude
N.+1 |= ∃, ¡  (y ∈ 7M (,) ∧ y ⊆ ,);
i.e. there is ,∈N.+1∩ such that y∈P,. Since .+ 1¡", we know ,6sup(N.+1∩)=
3.+1¡3"= , hence ‖y‖6,¡.
We #nish the proof by showing that
S := { ∈ S : ∃c ⊆  ∩ Succ (sup c = ; |c|6 ; ∀% ∈ c c% = c ∩ %}
is also stationary in . Then we may pick such a set c as our c for every ∈S and
de#ne c= ∅ otherwise again.
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So let E be again a club in . De#ne E′ :=E∩{¡: .= }, which again is a
club in . Now we may pick ∈T ∩E′ and a set x⊆ as in the de#nition of T . To
show ∈S, we simply de#ne c := {〈y〉: y≺x; y nice}. Obviously, we have c⊆Succ
and |c|6. To show c⊆, we note that y≺x implies ‖y‖¡ by choice of x. Hence
we get 〈y〉=F‖y‖(y)¡.‖y‖+1¡.= , since ∈E′.
Next we want to show that sup c=  holds. Since ‖y‖6.‖y‖¡〈y〉 holds for every
y≺x, it suGces to show that the set {‖y‖: y≺x; y nice} is unbounded in . Since for
each y∈P, there is a nice y′∈P with ‖y‖= ‖y‖ [— the initial segments of x are well
ordered by inclusion and z≺y implies ‖z‖6‖y‖ —], it is even enough to show that
{‖y‖: y≺x} in unbounded in . This is rather easy: Suppose ,¡. Since sup x= 
there is an initial segment y of x such that y*,. Hence, we have y =∈P,=M,∩P(,),
i.e. ‖y‖¿,.
The last thing to show is that ∀%∈c c%= c∩% holds. This is the same construction
as in the successor case and thus the proof is #nished.
We wish to use the above theorem for the existence of generators. The following
de#nitions and lemmas will explain the role of this theorem.
Denition 4.5. Let  be a cardinal. We call a sequence 7c=(c: ¡) with c⊆ for
¡ a condition (in ).
A sequence (f: ¡) of members of
∏ 7P obeys the condition 7c, if for all ¡
and %∈c, we have f%¡f.
Part 1 of the above theorem roughly says that such conditions are easy to
obey.
Lemma 4.6. Let 7P be progressive, b(
∏ 7P=I)= ; (f: ¡) increasing in ¡I and 7c
a condition with |c|¡+ for all ¡.
Then there is a sequence (g: ¡) with f¡I g for all ¡ that obeys 7c.
Proof. Easy recursion.
Now we will take a look at part 2 of Theorem 4.4.
Denition 4.7. We call 7c a coherent condition, if for all ¡; %∈c, we have
c%= c ∩%.
Lemma 4.8. Suppose (f: ¡) obeys the coherent condition 7c. Then for all ¡,
the subsequence (f%: %∈c) is increasing in ¡.
Proof. Suppose %; .∈c; %¡.. Then c.= c∩., thence %∈c. and by de#nition of
obedience we have f%¡f..
Now, in our new terminology, Shelah’s theorem states that there is a condition that
is easy to obey and yields ¡-increasing subsequences of length  for stationarily
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many ¡. This will heavily be used by the now following proof of the existence
of generators.
Theorem 4.9. Let 7P be progressive and ∈pb( 7P). Then J¡+( 7P) has a generator.
Proof. We have J¡( 7P)$J¡+( 7P); b(
∏ 7P=J¡( 7P))=  and we can choose a sequence
(f: ¡) that is universal for
∏ 7P=J¡( 7P).
By Lemma 4.1 we can assume +++¡. So we can chose a coherent condition
(c: ¡) with |c|6+ for all ¡, such that S := {¡: cf ()= +; sup c= } is
stationary in .
Further, we can modify (f: ¡) to obey 7c and still be universal for
∏ 7P=J¡( 7P).
Since
∏ 7P=J¡+( 7P) is +-directed we can choose an upper bound g w.r.t.¡J¡+ ( 7P).
Set B :=C(f; g)∈J¡+( 7P). We #rst show that J¡+( 7P) is the ideal generated by
J¡( 7P)∪{B: ¡}, which we call J . Obviously J⊆J¡+( 7P). To prove the other
direction suppose B∈J¡+( 7P) and assume B =∈J , hence B =∈J¡( 7P). Then J¡( 7P)B is
a stable ideal and J¡( 7P)B⊆J B, hence b(
∏ 7P=J B)=  and by choice the sequence
(f: ¡) is unbounded w.r.t.¡J B. But since C(f; g)=C∈J we have f¡J g for
all ¡, a contradiction.
It remains to show that J¡+( 7P) is generated by a single C over J¡( 7P). Since
C⊆J¡( 7P) C% for ¡%¡, it suGces to show that there is an ¡ such that C=J¡( 7P)
C% for all %∈\. Assume this is not the case. Then there is a club C in  with
C$J¡( 7P) C% for all ; %∈C; ¡%. Pick a "∈S∩accC. Then cf (")= + and sup
c"= ". For each ∈c" there is an %∈c" with C$C%. Hence, we can #nd c⊆c"
unbounded in " such that (C: ∈c) is a strictly increasing sequence of subsets of 
and length +, an obvious contradiction, which #nishes the proof.
5. pcf Theory and pp()
In this last section, we want to show that the results of pcf theory are included in
our theory. In particular, for a family 7=(i: i¡) of regular cardinals with +¡i
for i¡, we have pb( 7)= pcf ( 7) and the ideals J¡( 7) are the same as in pcf theory.
The following theorem is the key result.
Theorem 5.1. Let 7=(i: i¡) be a progressive sequence of regular cardinals,
b(
∏ 7=I)=  and I a stable ideal for 7. Then tcf (∏ 7=I)= .
Proof. Choose a sequence (f: ¡) that is universal for
∏ 7=I . Further on, choose
a g∈∏ 7 such that for all h∈∏ 7 with g¡h the set
{ ¡ : C(f; g) = C(f; h)}
is unbounded in . Since (f: ¡) is unbounded w.r.t.¡I , we #nd an ∗¡ such
that f∗ =¡I g. Hence C(f; g) =∈I for all ∈\∗.
We prove now: For all ∈\∗ we have tcf (∏ 7=I C(f; g))= . In fact: (f: ¡)
is co#nal in
∏ 7=I C(f; g).
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To show this, let h∈∏ 7. W.l.o.g. suppose g¡h. Then there is %∈\ with C(f%; g)
=C(f%; h). Now we may conclude C(f; g)⊆I C(f%; h), hence h6I C(f; g)f% ¡IC(f; g)
f%+1.
Now use J := I ∪{B∈I+: tcf (∏ 7= I B)= }. It is easily shown that J is an ideal on
. We wish to show ∈J and are done. So let us assume  =∈J . Then J⊇I is a proper
ideal, so (f: ¡) is unbounded w.r.t. ¡J . But we have just shown C(f; g)∈J for
all ∈\∗, hence g is an upper bound, contradiction.
The same result can be shown for products of partial orders, where each factor has a
true co#nality. In fact, then the products
∏ 7P=I and ∏i¡ tcf (Pi)=I behave equivalently.
The remaining part of this section shows that the situation is di3erent in the general
case, when we try to use
∏
i¡ b(Pi)=I instead.
Lemma 5.2. Let 7P be a family of partial orders. Then
b
(∏
i¡
Pi=I
)
6 b
(∏
i¡
b(Pi)=I
)
:
Proof. For every i¡ we can choose an unbounded and increasing sequence
(pi: ¡b(Pi)). This canonically induces a mapping from
∏
i¡ b(Pi) to
∏
i¡ Pi. It
is easily seen, that if F is an unbounded subset of the #rst product, then its image
under this mapping is also unbounded in the latter.
We will see later, why the other direction cannot be proved in the same way.
However, this direction is enough to give a di3erent representation of Shelah’s function
pp(), which we de#ne now.
Denition 5.3. Let  be regular, cf ()6¡. Then
pp() := sup
{
tcf
(∏
7=I
)
: 7 ∈ ( ∩ Reg); I ∈ Id(); lim
I
7 = 
}
:
Moreover, we de#ne pp() := ppcf ()().
The reader may #nd more about pp() and its meaning for cardinal arithmetic in [4].
The only thing we need is the independence (relative to some large cardinals) of the
so called Shelah’s strong hypothesis, which states that for all singular cardinals  the
equality pp()= + holds.
First, we will give a representation of pp() in terms of the bounding number.
Lemma 5.4. Suppose cf ()6¡. Then
pp() = sup
{
b
(∏
7P=I
)
: 7P = (Pi: i ¡ ); I ∈Id();
lim inf I (b(Pi): i ¡ ) = 
}
:
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Proof. Of course we only have to show the inequality “¿”. So let be 7P and I as above.
Since +¡= lim inf (b(Pi): i¡), we have {i¡: b(Pi)6+}∈I , hence w.l.o.g 7P is
progressive.
Now X := {i¡: b(Pi)6} =∈I and since b(Pi) is always regular, we have X = {i¡:
b(Pi)¡}. Using I X instead of I , we can w.l.o.g. suppose b(Pi)¡ for all i¡ and
limI (b(Pi): i¡)= .
Next, we can chose an ideal J⊇I such that ∏i¡ b(Pi)=J has a true co#nality. Then
we have b(
∏ 7P=I)6b(∏ 7P=J )6b(∏i¡ b(Pi)=J )= tcf (∏i¡ b(Pi)=J )6pp().
In the following we will see that the equality in Lemma 5.2 for all progressive
families 7P is equivalent to Shelah’s strong hypothesis.
Lemma 5.5. If pp()¿+, then there is 7P with
b
(∏
i¡
Pi=I
)
¡ b
(∏
i¡
b(Pi)=I
)
:
Proof. By de#nition of pp(), there is a sequence (i: i¡cf ()) such that  :=
tcf (
∏ 7=I)¿+. De#ne Pi := i×+, where (; %)¡(.; ") i3 ¡. and %¡". Then b(Pi)
= i, hence we have b(
∏
i¡ b(Pi)=I)= ¿
+. If we let f(i)= (0; ) for ¡+,
then {f: ¡+} is unbounded in
∏
i¡ Pi=I , so the bounding number of this product
is at most +.
The last thing to show is that pp()= + for all  singular implies the equality for
all progressive products
∏ 7P=I . Let us note that pp()= + implies pp()= + for all
regular ∈ [cf (); ).
We begin with a simple lemma.
Lemma 5.6. Let 7P and 7Q be progressive families of partial orders and domain . Sup-
pose for every ideal I on  there is a X ∈I+ such that b(∏ 7P=I X )= b(∏ 7Q=I X ).
Then for every ideal I we have b(
∏ 7P=I)= b(∏ 7Q=I).
Proof. Suppose 7P and 7Q are as in the lemma. W.l.o.g. assume  := b(
∏ 7P=I)¡b(∏ 7Q=
I). Then we can choose a B∈I+ such that J := I B is stable for 7P with b(∏ 7P=J )= .
Now for every X ∈J+ we have b(∏ 7P=J X )= ¡b(∏ 7Q=I)6b(∏ 7Q=J X ), a contra-
diction.
Lemma 5.7. Suppose pp()= + for every singular cardinal . Then for every pro-
gressive family 7P we have
b
(∏
i¡
Pi=I
)
= b
(∏
i¡
b(Pi)=I
)
:
Proof. Let 7P be progressive and de#ne i := b(Pi) for i¡. We want to show that
for every ideal I there is a X ∈I+ with b(∏ 7P=I X )= b(∏ 7=I X ), so let I be an
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arbitrary ideal on  and de#ne  := lim inf I 7.
Case 1: X := {i¡: i = }∈I+.
Then b(
∏ 7P=I X )= = b(∏ 7=I X ).
Case 2: X ∈I .
Then Y := {i¡: i¡}∈I+. If we de#ne J := I Y , then limJ 7= . Moreover
= sup({i: i¡}∩), hence cf ()6¡. So we have b(
∏ 7=J )6pp= +
6min{∈Reg: ¿ lim infJ (b(Pi): i¡)}6b(
∏ 7P=I)6b(∏ 7=J ).
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